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Background
d: Performancee Oriented Mob
bility Assessmeent (POMA) is a commonly used
u
screening ttool for identiffying patients at
a
risk of falling. The purpose of this system
matic review w
was to determiine the overall predictive acccuracy of POM
MA for falls inn
community-dw
welling older aduults. This review could providde useful inform
mation to use PO
OMA in both reesearch and clin
nical settings.
Methods: In this study, PubbMed, EMBAS
SE, CINHAL, C
Cochrane Libraary, EBSCO, an
nd SCOPUS weere searched to identify studiees
published from
m 1987 to 2017 that
t aimed at validating POMA
A and reporting
g predictive vallue with sufficieent data to calcculate sensitivityy
and specificity. The methodollogical quality of
o the selected studies was asssessed using thee Quality Assesssment of Diagn
nostic Accuracyy
studies (QUAD
DAS-2).
Results: Of tthe 121 identifiied studies, 12 met
m the inclusioon criteria and were entered in
n the final anallysis. Fall rate ranged
r
from 5%
%
to 61% in the inncluded studiess. The POMA cutoff
c
point for discriminating fallers from non-fallers variedd from 15 to 26. Sensitivity andd
specificity of thhe POMA ranged from 24-91 to 37-97, respeectively.
Conclusion: Due to heteroggeneity of the ty
ype of studies, pparticipants, thee definition of fall,
f and use of different versio
ons of POMA, it
i
off point for PO
OMA. In additio
on, using the sam
me version andd scoring method of POMA andd
was not possiblle to determine a specific cuto
would providee better inform
controlling thee significant pootential confoun
nders (eg, age,, gender, and comorbidities)
c
mation about the
predictive accuuracy of POMA
A for falls in old
der adults.
S
Sysstematic review
w
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Introduction
Almost onee third of older adults aged 60 years and oolder
experience faalls at least once
o
a year, which is a m
major
health probleem (1). A wiide range of fall consequeences
from mild injjury to death has been rep
ported in prevvious
studies, whichh may cause a significant fiinancial burdeen on
people, the heealth system, and the comm
munity (2). Heence,
early identificcation of indivviduals at risk
k of falls is n ecessary for adoppting fall prevventive strateg
gies (3, 4). Im
mpairments of balaance and gait are among th
he most impoortant
reported risk factors for falll in older adu
ults (5). Thereefore,
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balaance and gait should
s
be conssidered in evaaluating risk of
o
fallss in older adults.
Bo
oth single- and multi-item iinstruments can be used to
asseess risk of falls. Although ssingle-item insstruments are
a go
ood choice forr assessment iin time-limiteed conditions,
they
y have less vaalidity and seensitivity to changes
c
compareed to multi-iteem instrumennts (6, 7). Con
nsidering the
multtifactorial nature of falls, pprevious studiies have suggested the use of multi-item insstruments thatt investigated
seveeral risk facto
ors for falls ((8). Assessmeent of risk off
↑W
What is “alreadyy known” in thhis topic:
Fallling is a comm
mon problem in older peoplee. It can lead to
phy
ysical and psychological compplications. Balaance and gait arre
two
o important facctor in assessm
ment of risk of falls
f
that should
be considered in evaluation.
e
→What
→
this articcle adds:
This systematic review reveealed Perform
mance Oriented
obility Assessm
ment (POMA)) is an appro
opriate tool foor
Mo
ideentifying risk off falls in older aadults.
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Predicting faalling risk by POMA
P
falls is usuallly performed using multi-ittem or functioonal
assessment toools. Most of these tools asssess only on e of
the importannt risk factorss for falls, including
i
muuscle
strength, balaance, functionnal mobility, and
a gait. For example, chair-standing tesst evaluates muscle strenngth,
while Timed Up & Go (T
TUG) test an
nd Dynamic G
Gait
Index (DGI) assess functioonal mobility and gait, resppectively (9-12).. However, Performance Oriented
O
Mob ility
Assessment (P
POMA) incluudes different manoeuvres that
require muscuuloskeletal funnctions, balan
nce, postural ccontrol, and gait. The original version of this test, which has
been used in most studies, is the 16-item
m POMA, wiith a
total score off 28 that incluudes two subscales of balaance
and gait. The balance subscale has 9 item
ms (1. sitting balance; 2. arisinng; 3. attempt to arise; 4. immediate staanding balance (first 5 seconnds); 5. stan
nding balancee; 6.
nudged (subjeect is at a possition with feeet as close toggether as possiblee, the examinner pushes lig
ghtly on the ssubject’s
j
sternum
m with palm of
o hand 3 timees); 7. eyes cloosed
(at maximum
m position #66); 8. turning 360 degreess; 9.
sitting down), with a minim
mum and max
ximum score oof 0
and 16. The ggait subscale has
h 7 items (1. initiation of gait
(immediately after being told
t
“go”); 2.. step length and
height; 3. stepp symmetry; 4. step contin
nuity; 5. path (estimated in reelation to flooor tiles, 12-in
nch diameter, observe excursiion of a fooot over aboutt 10 feet of the
course); 6. trrunk; 7. walkking stance), with a minim
mum
and maximum
m score of 0 and 12, resspectively. Soome
items (eg, iteems 1 and 7 of the balan
nce subscale and
items 1-4 andd 7 of the gaitt subscale) aree scored as 0 ((can
perform) or 1 (cannot perform), while others (eg, ittems
2-6, 8 and 9 oof the balancee subscale and
d items 5 and 6 of
the gait subscale) are scored as 0 (abn
normal), 1 (addaptive), or 2 (noormal) (13). In
I addition to the original vversion, there are several verssions of this test with diffeerent
names and sccoring methodds (eg, Tinettii Fall Risk Inddex,
Tinetti test, T
Tinetti Balancce Scale, Tin
netti Balance and
Mobility Scoore, and Tinettti Performan
nce-Oriented M
Mobility Assessm
ment). POMA
A is used as an
n outcome m
measure for prediicting risk off falls in diffeerent populatiions
and has varioous versions (14-16).
(
Previious studies hhave
confirmed thee reliability off POMA in old
der adults (IC
CC =
0.75-0.97) (177-21). Concurrrent validity of
o the POMA
A has
also been repoorted using BBS (0.91) and
d TUG (-0.68)) (9,
17). The senssitivity of this test has been reported to bbe in
a range of 24%
%-95% (13, 17,
1 22-31).
Because of ease of im
mplementation
n, use of siimple
equipment, aand the minim
mum need forr training, PO
OMA
has been usedd to assess the risk of fallss of older adul
ults in
different setttings, includiing community settings (13).
Hence, it seem
ms reasonablee to use POM
MA as an apprropriate tool for iddentifying fallers and non-fa
fallers and posssible
reasons for faalls in older addults. However, various prredictive values of POMA reported in the literature
l
makkes it
difficult to traanslate the knnowledge for use
u in clinicaal setting. Thus, coonducting a systematic
s
rev
view may proovide
useful inform
mation to guide its use as an
n accurate andd appropriate screeening tool inn older adults (32). Thereefore,
the aim of thhis systematicc review with
hout meta-anaalysis
was to examinne the predicttive accuracy of POMA to iiden-
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tify risk of falls in
n older adults..

Methods
M
Se
earch strategy
y
Diifferent electtronic databaases, includin
ng PubMed,
EMB
BASE, CINH
HAL, Cochranne Library, EBSCO,
E
and
SCO
OPUS, were searched.
s
Thee following teerms or their
com
mbinations [MeSH terms] w
were used for the search:
“Perrformance-Oriiented Mobillity Assessmeent”, ‘Tinetti
Balaance and gait scale”, “Tinettti Mobility Test”,
T
“Tinetti
Fall Risk Index””, “Tinetti Teest”, “Tinettii”, “POMA”,
“PO
OMA-B”, and “POMA-G”. Searches weere limited to
articcles in the En
nglish languagge. Since the original version
n of POMA (16-item POMA
A) was develo
oped in 1987,
the search includ
ded the articlees published from
f
1987 to
7 (Update 30/3/2018).
2017
Sttudy selection
n and data exttraction
Th
he inclusion criteria
c
were as follow: (1) studies withh
partiicipants aged over 60 yeaars who had not comorbidd
diso
orders such ass stroke, Park
rkinson’s diseease, Huntinggton’s disease, and
d dementia; (22) the samplee size of 30 or
o
largeer; and (3) sttudies that repported false negative
n
(FN)),
falsee positive (FP
P), true positiive (TP), and
d true negativee
(TN
N) data needed to obtain preddictive accuraacy of POMA.
No
ondiagnostic and diagnostiic studies thaat did not proovidee enough inforrmation aboutt the predictiv
ve accuracy of
o
POM
MA were excluded.
Qu
uality assessm
ment
Th
he methodolog
gical quality oof the studies was evaluatedd
by tw
wo reviewers based on thee Quality Asseessment of Diiagno
ostic Accuracy Studies (QU
UADAS-2), and
a a third reeview
wer resolved any
a disagreem
ment. The agreeement percennt
betw
ween authors was
w 86%. Thee QUADAS-2
2 evaluates thee
risk of bias and applicability
a
rrelated concerrns (31). Item
ms
he risk of biaas assessmentt include patiient or samplee
of th
selecction, index test, referencee standard, flo
ow and timingg.
The application of
o studies in the first 3 cases
c
of thesee
ms was also ju
udged by yes ((low risk of bias),
b
no (highh
item
risk of bias), and unclear optioons (lack of su
ufficient inforrmatiion).
Flo
ow and timing
Fiirst, all dupliccate publicatioons were exccluded. The tiitles and abstracts as well as fulll-texts (in casse of difficultyy
judg
ging) were assessed, and sstudies were selected
s
basedd
on the
t inclusion and exclusionn criteria. Th
hen, data weree
extraacted and enttered in evideence table thaat included thee
follo
owing items: the
t type and ssetting of the study, age andd
gend
der distributio
on, cutoff pooint used in the
t study, andd
defin
nition of fall and
a follow-upp period. A 2 × 2 contingenncy taable was creatted and FN, T
TP, FP, and TN
N values of thee
articcles were entered in the tablle. Sensitivity
y and specificiity were
w
assessed to investigatee the predictiv
ve accuracy of
o
POM
MA in differen
nt studies.
Index test
o
index tesst
Sttudies in which POMA wass used as the only
or on
ne of the evaluation tools w
were selected.
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Reference sstandard
In the preseent study, the following deffinition of falll was
considered: “Sudden changges in the bod
dy state due too falling on the groound or an objject (3)”.

Results
Study selecction
Overall, 1333 potentiallyy eligible absttracts were iddentified. Eight duuplicate abstraacts were excluded and 10 1 abstracts were also excludedd after screen
ning based onn the
inclusion criteeria. By review
wing the full-text of the rem
maining 24 articlees, 12 articless were exclud
ded due to thee following reasons: 4 articless were review
w article, 1 hhad a
sample size lless than 30, and 7 had elderly particippants
with comorbiid disorders. Finally,
F
12 artticles were inccluded in this systtematic review
w (Fig. 1).
Study chara
acteristics
Of the 12 inncluded studies, 9 were pro
ospective withh follow-up periodd between 6 and
a 14 month
hs (13, 17. 222, 23,
25-28, 31) annd 3 were retrrospective and investigatedd fall
history duringg the past 6 to
t 12 months using recall form
(24, 29, 30) (Table 1). Eiight studies were
w
conducteed on
community-ddwelling olderr adults (6 prospective
p
an
and 2
retrospective studies) (13, 22-24, 26-28, 30), 3 were done
on older adullts residing inn nursing hom
mes (only prosspective studies) ((17, 25, 31), and
a one on old
der adults adm
mitted
to hospitals ((retrospective) (29). The number
n
of paartici-

pantts in 9 includeed prospectivee studies rang
ged from 45 too
1103
3, with a samp
ple size less thhan 200 in 7 studies (17, 222,
23, 25-27, 31) an
nd larger thann 200 in 2 stu
udies (18, 28)).
How
wever, the num
mber of particcipants in 3 included retroospecctive studies ranged
r
from 334 to 77 and none of thesee
stud
dies had a sam
mple size larger
er than 200 (24
4, 29, 30) (Taable 1).
1 Mean ± SD
D age of the pparticipants waas in the rangee
of 72.30±8
7
- 84.90±6 and 71 .60±6 - 82.12
2±8 in the innclud
ded prospectiv
ve (13, 17, 222, 23, 25-28, 31) and retroospecctive studies (2
24, 29, 30), reespectively (T
Table 1).
In
n this study, 50
0% to 61% off the participan
nts in the 9 innclud
ded prospectiv
ve studies hadd experienced
d falling in thee
follo
ow-up period. The numberr of participan
nts of the 3 innclud
ded retrospectiive studies whho experienced
d falling in thee
past year was 27% (24), 55% (30), and 59
9% (29). Alsoo,
% to 83% of th
he participantss in different included studd41%
ies were
w
female. Different cuttoff points ran
nging from 155
to 26, with sensittivity of 24%
%-95% were reeported in diffnt included studies. The uuse of assistiv
ve device waas
feren
repo
orted by 65% of
o all participaants in Faber study (17) andd
100%
% of the participants with a fall history and
a 72% of thee
partiicipants witho
out fall historyy in Thomas study (30). Of
O
the 12 included studies,
s
ceilingg and floor efffect was onlyy
repo
orted in Faberr study (17). T
The time of falling
f
was noot
repo
orted in any study.
s
POMA
A accuracy was reported too
rang
ge 54%-92% and
a 64%-79%
% in the prospective and rettrosp
pective studiess, respectivelyy.

Fig. 1. Flowcharrt for articles seleection in the systeematic review
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P
Study qualiity
Figure 2 shhows a summ
mary diagram of the qualityy assessment of the 12 included studies. Based onn the
QUADAS-2, the overall quality
q
of thee included stuudies
was moderatee. Six studiess were rated as low in alll domains of appplicability conncerns and rissk of bias (199, 24,
25, 27, 28, 333). There was a high risk off bias for 3 stuudies
(26, 31, 32) and unclear risk of bias for the remaiining
studies (17, 229, 30). Due to
t the lack of information aabout
participants’ sselection (ie, selection biass), criteria useed for
fall definitionn (eg, referencce standard), and
a lack of folllowup period, moost studies weere rated as hiigh or unclearr risk
of bias. Basedd on applicabbility concernss, there was a low,
unclear, and hhigh level of concern
c
in 7 (17, 19, 24, 255, 2729), 2 (30, 333), and 3 (26, 31,
3 32) studies, respectivelyy.
accuracy of th
he included sttudies
Predictive a
Among proospective studdies, Tinetti (13),
(
Riache (28),
and Panzer (27) conduccted a study
y on commuunityu
the total score of the oorigidwelling oldeer adults and used
nal version oof the POMA (eg, total sco
ore of 0-28), with
cutoff point oof 15, 25, annd 26, respecttively. In the prospective studiies of the Truueblood (22), Murphy (23) , and

ghese (26) th
hat investigateed the commu
unity-dwellingg
Verg
oldeer adults, balaance subscale of the POM
MA with cutofff
poin
nt of 12, 12, and
a 10 was uused, respectiv
vely. The totaal
scorre of the origiinal version oof POMA, witth cutoff poinnt
of 19, 19, and 20
0, was used inn the prospecttive studies of
o
the Faber
F
(17), Sh
harifi (25), andd Topper (31)), respectivelyy,
whicch were cond
ducted in elderrly residents of the nursingg
caree centres (Tablles 1 and 2).
Of the retrospeective studiess conducted in communityy
settiings, one study used the tottal score of th
he original verrsion
n of POMA, with
w cutoff poin
int of 18 (24), and one studyy
used
d the score of POMA ballance subscalee (0-16), withh
cuto
off point of 11 (30). The tottal score of th
he original verrsion
n of POMA, with
w cutoff pooint of 21, waas only used inn
Chiu
u study, which
h was conductted on older adults
a
admittedd
to ho
ospitals (Tables 1 and 3).
Se
ensitivity anallysis
Am
mong 12 inclu
uded studies, Topper (31) study
s
that usedd
cuto
off point of 20 for the total sscore of the orriginal versionn
of POMA
P
in eldeerly residents of nursing caare centres, reeported the highesst sensitivity (93%). Of th
he studies thaat
used
d the score of
o POMA ballance subscale, the highesst

Fig. 2. Methoddological quality of the articles inccluded in the systtematic review
mary of main characteristics of articles selection in the systematic reeview without me
eta-analysis
Table 1. Summ
%S
Study
Design
Co
ountry
Agge
Sex
Total Faller
(yeaars)
study
Male Female
Mean (SD)
42.30
Sharifi F, et all (2015) (25)
P
Iran
I
76.002
57.70
194
52
(8.882)
NR
Panzer VP, et al (2011) (27)
P
USA
U
75. 10
NR
74
47
(6.550)
22
P
Neth
herland
84.990
Faber MJ, et aal (2006) (15)
78
81
25
(6.000)
35.06
Advic D, et al (2006) (24)
R
Bo
osnia
71.660
64.94
77
21
(5.660)
46.67
R
USA
U
81.660
Thomas JI, et al (2005) (30)
53.33
30
18
(6.770)
26
P
USA
U
72.330
Murphy MA, eet al (2003)
74
45
11
(23)
(8.660)
41.18
R
China
C
82. 12
Chiu AY, et all (2003) (29)
58.82
34
17
(8.119)
43
Verghese J, et al (2002)
P
USA
U
79.660
57
59
13
(6.330)
(26)
P
USA
U
77.990
20.60
Trueblood PR, et al (2001)
79.40
180
30
(7.226)
(22)
NR
P
Caanada
80.000
Raiche M, et aal (2000) (28)
NR
225
10
(4.440)
45.76
Topper AK, ett al (1993)
P
USA
U
83.000
54.24
96
58
(31)
(6.000)
NR
P
USA
U
79.660
Tinetti ME, et al (1986)
NR
1103
546
(5.220)
(13)

Foollow-up
Month)
(M

Setting

12

Nursing
N
Care
Residents
Community

12

6

Nursing
N
Care
Residents
Community

12

Community

14

Community

6

Hospital

12

Community

6

Community

12

Community

12

Nursing
N
Care
Residents
Community

10

12

Abbreviations: P
P=Prospective (A sttudy that involves taaking a cohort of infformation and watcching them over a lo
ong period.), R=Retr
trospective (A historical cohort study
that describes reesearch information from the past.), NR
R=Not Reported
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Table 2. Summ
mary of main charracteristics of pro
ospective articles
Sttudy
Number fall
Versioon
(Scoree)
Sharifi F, et al (2015) (25)
≥1
Original (00-28)
Panzer VP, eet al (2011) (27)
≥2
Original (00-28)
Original (00-28)
Faber MJ, ett al (2006) (17)
≥2
Murphy MA, et al (2003) (23)
Balance subscaale (0-16)
≥1
Balance subscaale (0-16)
Verghese J, eet al (2002) (26)
≥1
Trueblood PR, et al (2001) (22))
≥1
Balance subscaale (0-16)
Original (00-28)
Raiche M, ett al (2000) (28)
≥1
Topper AK, eet al (1993) (31)
Original (00-28)
≥1
Tinetti MF, eet al (1986) (13)
Original (00-28)
≥1

Cut--off
poiint
19
26
19
12
2
10
0
12
2
25
20
0
15

TP

FP
P

FN

TN

Sensitivity

Specificity
S

31
32
16
6
8
7
37
54
252

68
8
17
7
19
9
1
14
4
14
4
83
3
5
173
3

21
15
9
5
5
23
16
4
294

74
10
37
33
32
136
89
33
384

60.00
68.09
64.00
55.00
61.50
24.00
70.00
91.52
46.00

52.00
37.04
66.10
97.00
69.50
91.00
52.00
89.18
69.00

Abbreviations: T
TP=True Positive, FP
P=False Positive, FN=False Negative, TN=True Negativee

Table 3. Summ
mary of main charracteristics of retrrospective articless
Study
Number fall
f
Veersion
(sccore)
Advic D, eet al (2006) (24)
≥2
Originnal (0-28)
Thomas JI, et al (2005) (30))
≥1
Balance sub
ubscale (0-16)
Originnal (0-28)
Chiu AY, et al (2003) (29)
≥1

Cut-off
C
point
18
11
21

TP

FP

FN

TN

Sensitivity

Specificity

11
15
14

18
4
6

10
3
3

38
11
11

53.00%
83.00%
82.40%

68.00%
75.00%
64.70%

Abbreviations: T
TP=True Positive, FP
P=False Positive, FN=False Negative, TN=True Negativee

sensitivity (833%) was obtaiined in Thomaas study (30), with
cutoff point oof 11 in comm
munity-dwellin
ng older adultss.
Of the 12 inncluded studiees, the highestt specificity (889%)
was reported for elderly reesidents of thee nursing caree centres (31) usinng cutoff pointt of 20 for thee total score oof the
original versioon of the POM
MA. Of the stu
udies that useed the
score of POM
MA balance subscale,
s
the highest
h
specifficity
(97%) was ffound for com
mmunity-dwellling older addults,
with cutoff pooint of 12 (23)).
Consideringg both sensitivity and speccificity in the studies that used tthe score of PO
OMA balancee subscale, thee best
cutoff point w
was 11 (with 83%
8
sensitivity and 75% sspecificity), as reported by Murpphy (23). How
wever, of the studies that used the total scoree of the origin
nal version off POMA, the bestt cutoff pointt was reported
d by Topper (31),
with 91% sennsitivity and 89% specificity
y (Tables 2 annd 3).

Discussion
n
POMA is w
widely used ass a functional tool for prediicting
falls in olderr adults. Diffeerent manoeuv
vres performeed in
POMA are allso needed forr doing activitties of daily liv
iving,
resulting in w
widespread usee of the POMA
A in both reseearch
and clinical ssettings. How
wever, generallization of thhe results of previous studies iss difficult duee to different sstudy
types, target ppopulations, definition
d
of faall, method ussed to
record fall coonsequences, versions of th
he POMA useed in
the studies, cuutoff points, and
a parameterss related to prredictive power off POMA. Thiss was the first systematic reeview
of the predicctive accuracyy of POMA for falls in oolder
adults that prrovides accurrate and conssistent inform
mation
about POMA
A predictive acccuracy.
Retrospectiive studies coonducted on POMA
P
were ccross
sectional studdies that reporrted cutoff poiints of 11, 18 , and
21 (24, 29, 30). These studies evaluated
d balance andd gait
by POMA annd consideredd fall history in different tiimes.
Since variouss factors mayy affect balan
nce function, tthese
cutoff points could not be used as optim
mal cutoff poinnts in
clinical or ressearch settings. Moreover, the sample siize of
retrospective studies conduucted on the POMA prediictive
accuracy wass less than 78 and the num
mber of fallerss was
also very smaall (eg, less than
t
22 particcipants). As ddeter-

miniing the cutofff point in ddiagnostic acccuracy studies
need
ds a large sam
mple size, the rresults of thesse studies cannnot be
b trusted (Taable 3).
In
n the included prospective sstudies on POM
MA predictivee
accu
uracy in older adults, cutoff
ff points between 15 and 266
weree reported forr predicting faalls based on the total scoree
of th
he original veersion of POM
MA (13, 17, 22,
2 23, 25-288,
31). Some of these studies sellected the parrticipants from
m
heallthy communiity-dwelling oolder adults with
w high leveel
of function,
fu
whilee others seleccted the elderrly admitted too
hosp
pitals or nursing care centtres. Thus, vaarious populaationss selected in th
hese studies m
may be one off the reasons of
o
the heterogeneity
y of appropri
riate cutoff point.
p
Anotheer
posssible explanattion for heteroogeneity of cutoff
c
point as
a
welll as sensitivity
y and specificiity of POMA in older adultts
may
y be the differrent sample siize of the inccluded studiess,
with
h sample size of equal to oor larger than 180 only in 3
stud
dies (Tinetti sttudy, n = 11003 (13); Riacche study, n =
225 (28); and Tru
ueblood studyy, n = 180 (2
22)). Since thee
num
mber of fallers was very smaall (equal to or
o less than 300)
in 2 of the 3 stud
dies, all the inncluded prospective studiess,
netti study, havve a disadvantage in samplee
exceept for the Tin
size and number of fallers annd cannot be cited. On thee
otheer hand, cutofff points of 225 and 26 weere reported inn
som
me included prrospective stuudies (27, 28)) that are neaar
the ceiling
c
effect of POMA. Thherefore, thesee cutoff pointts
cann
not be approprriate for deteccting risk of faalls in all oldeer
adullts. Furthermo
ore, some off the includeed prospectivee
stud
dies (22, 23, 26) only useed the balancce subscale of
o
POM
MA. Because falling depennds on mobiliity and gait inn
addiition to balancce, the resultss of these stud
dies cannot bee
used
d to predict rissk of falls in oolder adults. Two
T of these 3
stud
dies (22, 23) reported cutoff
ff point of 12, which is neaar
a ceeiling effect of
o POMA ballance subscale. Hence, this
cuto
off point is alsso questionabble. Thus, only
y the prospecctive study of Tin
netti, conducteed on commu
unity-dwellingg
oldeer adults with a large samplle size (n = 11
103), was suittablee for determining the diagnnostic accuracy of the origiinal version of PO
OMA for riskk of falls. Ho
owever, due too
very
y low sensitiv
vity (46%) annd specificity (69%) of thee
POM
MA in this stu
udy, the cutofff point of this study (i.e. 177)
http:///mjiri.iums.ac.iir
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Predicting faalling risk by POMA
P
cannot be useed as an optiimal cutoff po
oint for prediicting
risk of falls inn older adults (Table 2). Th
hus, further stuudies
are warrantedd to determinee the optimal cutoff point oof the
POMA to preedict risk of faalls in older ad
dults.
The heteroggeneity of type of studies, outcome
o
meassures,
and settings precluded meta-analysis, and thus a bbetter
standardizatioon of assessm
ment condition based on a pprotocol explainedd in the originaal version of th
he POMA (i.ee, 16item POMA)) should be used
u
in futuree studies to aassess
risk of falls inn older adults using POMA.
Consideringg the heterogeeneity of typee of studies, ttarget
populations, nnumber of faallers, and typ
pe of POMA subscale used in the included studies, a specific cutoff ppoint
of POMA cannnot be suggeested for pred
dicting risk off falls
in older adults.

Conclusion
n
The resultss of this articcle are useful for all therappists,
particularly ooccupational thherapists who
o work in the field
of aging and nneed a good toool for predicting risk of faalls in
older adults. POMA is an appropriate to
ool for identiffying
risk of falls inn older adultss, which can be
b used in botth research and cliinical settingss.
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